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Abstract
The analysis of clinical data causes of death and pathoanatomic picture of renal amyloidosis in 14 deceased mentally ill patients
receiving long-term antipsychotic therapy is presented.
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Introduction
The problem of side effects of medicines is currently of great
concern around the world [1]. Practically all pharmaceutical
preparations with pronounced pharmacological activity, including
psychopharmacological preparations, while having a therapeutic
effect, at the same time can cause undesirable reactions, leading
in some cases to severe complications and even death [2-4]. A
special form of manifestation of the side effect of neuroleptics can
be attributed to the medicinal (neuroleptic) amyloidosis of the
kidneys described by us [5-7], which develops in patients with
psychochronics with prolonged use of atypsychotic drugs. There
are practically no observations of this kind, that is, amyloidosis,
etiologically caused by the use of drugs in general and neuroleptics
in particular, in the available literature. We can only cite publications
on the development of β2M—amyloidosis in chronic hemodialysis,
dating back to the late 1980s [8.9], and an even earlier description of
amyloidosis as a complication of vaccine therapy [10]. At the same
time, antipsychotics by their pharmacobiological properties may
well be amyloidogenic agents [11]. As noted above, in 2005-2011
we described kidney amyloidosis as a complication of prolonged
antipsychotic therapy [12]. Medical histories and autopsy materials
from the archive of the Regional Clinical Psychiatric Hospital No.
1 named after M.P. Litvinov (Tver) were studied for more than 50
years (from January 1952 to August 2011). Micropreparations
were again stained congo red and studied in polarized light. The
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autoclave method of T. Kitamoto (1986) was used to verify the form
of amyloidosis [13].

The Main criteria for the Diagnosis of Neuroleptic
Amyloidosis were

1) long-term neuroleptic therapy of the underlying mental
illness; 2) absence of somatic “amyloidogenic” pathology;
3) morphological and histochemical properties of amyloid,
characteristic of secondary AA-amyloidosis. In the material
originally collected by us, 12 observations of renal amyloidosis were
presented, which was a complication of long-term antipsychotic
therapy. Recently, information has been received about two more
cases of this kind. The following is a generalized analysis of the
currently available proprietary data on this issue. So, among the
14 deceased psychiatric hospital patients who received various
antipsychotic drugs during their lifetime as part of the therapeutic
standard, there were 8 men and 6 women aged 19 to 67 years.
The average age of men was 42 years, women — 55 years. The
period from the beginning of treatment with neuroleptics to the
appearance of persistent urinary syndrome is from 40 to 296
months, on average, about 15 years. It is interesting to note that
the earliest observation refers only to 1972, while the widespread
clinical use of aminazine in the hospital began in 1956 [14]. This
fact indirectly indicates that a sufficiently long period of exogenous
drug exposure is required for the development of drug amyloidosis.
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The manifestation of nephropathic amyloidosis in 13 patients
began with an isolated urinary syndrome. Only 1 49-year-old
patient immediately developed a complete nephrotic syndrome
with a rapid increase in edema. However, 8 of the 13 mentioned
patients subsequently also developed complete (edematous)
nephrotic syndrome. The period of occurrence of edema after the
detection of persistent changes in urine is from 4 to 8 years. In 3
patients, edema was initially transient and only eventually became
permanent.

Persistent proteinuria was observed in all patients, but its level
was different. In 1 patient, the protein content in the urine was
only 0.0033%, in 3 it did not exceed 0.33%, in 2 — 1.65%. Most
often, the maximum level of proteinuria was kept within 3.3% (5
patients), sometimes reaching 6.6% (3 patients). The daily loss
of protein was determined only in 5 people. It was 2.4-3.3 g. Such
disorders are quite typical for renal amyloidosis [15]. A constant
phenomenon was a small persistent leukocyturia. The number of
leukocytes in the friction field ranged from 1-2 to 15-30 (in one-time
single analyses in a 67-year-old patient). Hematuria was observed
in 9 patients, was unstable and very moderate. The number of red
blood cells was usually from single to 2-4 in the friction field. Only
occasionally in some patients, hematuria reached 10-15 cells in the
friction field. In 9 patients, transient small cylindruria was noted.
The cylinders are usually hyaline and granular, occasionally waxy.
The number of them in the friction field is up to 2-3, sometimes 5-6.
The described features of urinary sediment are considered typical
for urinary syndrome in renal amyloidosis [16].
In clinical blood tests, moderate hypochromic anemia was
detected in all patients. From the very beginning of treatment with
neuroleptics, the constantly accelerated ESR (up to 25 mm / hour
on average) attracts attention, which indirectly leads to certain
shifts in homeostasis. Moreover, in recent years of the disease in the
presence of persistent urinary syndrome (that is, essentially, kidney
amyloidosis), the average value of ESR was about 45 mm / hour. A
similar phenomenon in this pathology is known from the literature
[17]. Changes in blood biochemical parameters are significant
and typical for nephrotic syndrome. So, Hypercholesterolemia
was recorded in 9 out of 11 examined patients. The maximum
cholesterol level was 17.2 mmol/l, the average value was 8.58
mmol/l. Blood fibrinogen was detected in 7 patients and in all cases
was elevated. Its average level is 6.58 g/l with fluctuations from
4.44 to 9.32 g/l.

Protein metabolism was also seriously disrupted. Studies were
conducted in 7 patients. All had pronounced hypoproteinemia. By
the time of death, the total protein content in the blood had dropped
to 40-44 g/l in 5 patients and only 1 was only slightly below
normal (62.7 g/l). At the same time, all the examined patients had
significant dysproteinemia. Thus, the average content of albumins
was 44%, globulins — 56%. A /G—the replacement coefficient
was reduced (on average — 0.82). The study of globulin fractions
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showed a relatively normal content of alpha globulins and the
rise of beta and especially gamma fractions. The average values of
these indicators are as follows: 17.5, 14.8 and 23.7%, respectively.
Nitrogen excretion function of the kidneys was preserved for a
long time. The level of residual nitrogen, urea and creatinine in the
blood of almost all patients remained within normal limits. Only
in 3 patients in the last month before death, the blood content of
urea and creatinine increased slightly (up to 8.5-15.8 mmol/l and
125-135 mmol/l, respectively). At the same time, the Rehberg test
conducted in 2 patients showed a decrease in glomerular filtration
(up to 60.2 and 75 ml/min) and tubular reabsorption (up to 8586%).

Ultrasound examination of the kidneys was performed in 6
patients, and in 4 of them repeatedly. Diffuse changes in the renal
parenchyma were noted in all conclusions. Blood pressure in 13
patients was constantly within the normal range or even slightly
lowered, which is characteristic of kidney amyloidosis. Only 1 of
the examined 2 months before death had arterial hypertension
with figures 160/110-190/100 mmHg. It is interesting that the
same patient, the only one of all, did not have pronounced hypo—
and dysproteinemia. In addition, shortly before his death, his
urea and creatinine levels increased moderately. Summing up the
description of clinical data, it can be stated that 4 patients died in the
proteinuric stage of renal amyloidosis, 9 — in nephrotic, 1 patient
had the transition of the latter to the azotemic stage. The death of
patients occurred from various causes. Six died during the period
of advanced nephrotic syndrome from increasing heart failure. A
similar mechanism of death in renal amyloidosis is well known
[18]. Three died from acute pneumonia and coronary pathology,
one from hemorrhagic stroke and drug toxicoderma. The section
revealed a typical picture of kidney amidoidosis [19]. In 11 of the
deceased, these were the so-called large sebaceous kidneys (Figure
1), their mass ranged from 480 to 960 g. In 3 cases, the kidneys were
amyloid wrinkled (weight 300-340 g). In 4 cases, in addition to the
kidneys, the spleen was affected by amyloidosis, and in 1 of them
the liver was also affected. Microscopically, congophilic amyloid
masses were found in the capillary loops of the glomeruli and in
the vessel wall (Figure 2). The intensity of amyloid deposition in
glomeruli ranged from focal (Figure 3) to total lesion (Figure 4). At
the same time, the severity and prevalence of the process correlated
with the clinical stages, as well as with the duration of antipsychotic
therapy. So, with a treatment period of more than 15 years, a total
lesion of the vast majority of glomeruli was detected in all cases,
and with a shorter period — only in 1 out of 6. In polarized light,
the characteristic dichroism of amyloid was revealed in the form
of a light greenish glow. During denaturation of amyloid by means
of temperature action (autoclaving of sections before painting the
congo red at a temperature of 130 ° C) by the method of T Kitamoto
(1986) [20], its tinctorial properties were lost within 30 minutes
(Figure 5), which is inherent in the AA-type of amyloid.
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Figure 1: Renal amyloidosis: large sebaceous kidneys (macropreparation).

Figure 2: Amyloid deposits in the renal glomeruli and vascular walls (Congo red, x120).

Figure 3: Focal glomerular lesion (Congo red, x250).
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Figure 4: Total glomerular lesion (Congo red, x200).

Figure 5: Discoloration of amyloid deposits in the glomerulus after autoclaving by the T. Kitamoto method (Congo red, x250).

Conclusion
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